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There's plenty of documentation on installing and configuring the Apache web server, but where do you find help for the day-to-day stuff, like adding common modules or fine-tuning your activity logging? That's easy. The new edition of the Apache Cookbook offers you updated solutions to the problems you're likely to encounter with the new versions of Apache. Written by members of the Apache Software Foundation, and thoroughly revised for Apache versions 2.0 and 2.2, recipes in this book range from simple tasks, such installing the server on Red Hat Linux or Windows, to more complex tasks, such as setting up name-based virtual hosts or securing and managing your proxy server. Altogether, you get more than 200 timesaving recipes for solving a crisis or other deadline conundrums, with topics including: Security Aliases, Redirecting, and Rewriting CGI Scripts, the suexec Wrapper, and other dynamic content techniques Error Handling SSL Performance This book tackles everything from beginner problems to those faced by experienced users. For every problem addressed in the book, you will find a worked-out solution that includes short, focused pieces of code you can use immediately. You also get explanations of how and why the code works, so you can adapt the problem-solving techniques to similar situations. Instead of poking around mailing lists, online documentation, and other sources, rely on the Apache Cookbook for quick solutions when you need them. Then you can spend your time and energy where it matters most.     

       About the Author

Rich Bowen has been involved with the Apache Web Server project since 1998, and has written a number of books about it. He works on the web  team at Asbury College, where he gets to put into practice a few of  the things he writes about. Rich lives in Lexington, Kentucky.  Ken Coar is a member of the Apache Software Foundation, the body that oversees Apache development. He is the author of "Apache Server for Dummies" and co-author of "Apache Server Unleashed" (Sams). Ken is responsible for fielding email sent to the Apache project; his experience with that mailing list provided a foundation for this book. Ken is a resident of Raleigh, North Carolina.
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Python ProjectsWrox Press, 2014

	A guide to completing Python projects for those ready to take their skills to the next level

	

	Python Projects is the ultimate resource for the Python programmer with basic skills who is ready to move beyond tutorials and start building projects.

	

	The preeminent guide to bridge the gap between...
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Intuitive Probability and Random Processes using MATLABSpringer, 2005

	Intuitive Probability and Random Processes using MATLAB® is an introduction to probability and random processes that merges theory with practice. Based on the author’s belief that only "hands-on" experience with the material can promote intuitive understanding, the approach is to motivate the need...
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Advanced Computational Intelligence Paradigms in Healthcare - 2 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Computational intelligence paradigms offer many advantages in maintaining and enhancing the field of healthcare. This volume presents seven chapters selected from the rapidly growing application areas of computational intelligence to healthcare systems, including intelligent synthetic characters, man-machine interface, menu generators, analysis of...
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Next-Generation Network ServicesCisco Press, 2005
A guide to building service-oriented networks to differentiate and grow your business 

	
    Understand the changing landscape of the telecommunications industry and what technologies can lead to business and revenue growth

    
	
    Examine the...
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Multi-Carrier and Spread Spectrum Systems: From OFDM and MC-CDMA to LTE and WiMAXJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The technological progress in multi-carrier (MC) modulation led orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) to become an important part of beyond 3G cellular mobile communication standards, including LTE and WiMAX. In addition, the flexibility offered by the spread spectrum (SS) and time division multiplexing (TDM) techniques motivated...
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Elixir CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the full power of programming in Elixir with over 60 incredibly effective recipes


	About This Book

	
		Use Elixir to solve common problems associated with scalability, concurrency, fault tolerance, and high availability
	
		From command line to external API interaction, experience the joy...
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